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Abstract2

This paper describes Switch 2.0, an open-source modeling platform for planning3

transitions to low-emission electric power grids, designed to satisfy 21st century grid4

planning requirements. Switch is capable of long-, medium- and short-term planning of5

investments and operations with conventional or smart grids, integrating large shares6

of renewable power, storage and/or demand response. Applications include integrated7

resource planning, investment planning, economic and policy analyses as well as ba-8

sic research. Potential users include researchers, educators, industry and regulators.9

Switch formulates generation and transmission capacity planning as a mixed integer10

linear program where investment and operation are co-optimized across sampled time11

series during multiple investment periods. High-resolution production cost modeling is12
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supported by freezing investment decisions and including longer time series and more13

operational details. Modeling features include unit commitment, part-load efficiency,14

planning and operating reserves, fuel supply curves, storage, hydroelectric networks,15

policy constraints and demand response. Switch has a modular architecture that allows16

users to flexibly compose models by choosing built-in modules à la carte or writing cus-17

tom modules. This paper describes the software architecture and model formulation18

of Switch 2.0 and provides a case study in which the model was used to identify the19

best options for obtaining load-shifting and reserve services from batteries and demand20

response in a 100% renewable power system.21

Introduction22

Climate change mitigation requires electric power systems to achieve deep emission cuts by23

mid-century while serving increasingly electrified transport and heating sectors.1,2 Power24

system infrastructure is long-lived, so investment choices made today will directly affect25

long-term sustainability. Meanwhile, the cost of wind and solar power and storage are26

falling below fossil fuels3–5 and ubiquitous computation and increasing electrification may27

enable dynamic demand response to help balance high-renewable power systems.6,7
28

To plan their next steps, power system stakeholders need capacity expansion models that29

meet three interrelated requirements: 1) high resolution in time, space, and operations to30

capture complexities of renewable integration;8–11 2) flexible resolution to manage computa-31

tional complexity and adapt to diverse research, planning and policy questions;8,9,12 and 3)32

transparent practices to facilitate scientific discovery, consensus building in public proceed-33

ings, and quality assurance.10,13,14 (Also see Requirements in the Supporting Information.)34

High resolution. Capacity planning models need to make investment decisions during35

multiple periods over a multi-decade horizon—rather than considering a single investment36

stage—in order to avoid risking stranded assets in an evolving grid.10 They must also model37

operational decisions using chronological timeseries—rather than independent timepoints—38
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in order to consider important relationships between hours such as unit commitment (power39

plant start/stop decisions), minimum runtimes, storage state of charge, or inter-hour load-40

shifting via demand response.8–11,15–20 Taken together, these requirements can easily lead41

to models that are too large to solve. Most existing capacity planning models resolve this42

conflict by using either multiple investment periods8,21–28 or hour-by-hour timeseries,15,29–34
43

but not both.44

Switch 2.0 addresses this challenge by using multiple, probabilistically weighted timeseries45

per planning period. These sample timeseries can have arbitrary duration and resolution,46

which allows modeling representative days, load duration curves, or an 8760 hourly annual47

timeseries (the gold standard of operations modeling). Using sample timeseries makes it pos-48

sible to capture stochastic weather and loads, inter-hour relationships, and multiple decades49

of investment decisions within a single computationally tractable model. Previously, Switch50

1.02,35–40 used a similar approach, but each sample had to span exactly 24 hours. Switch51

1.0 also had relatively little operational detail. Switch 2.0 adds a full treatment of unit52

commitment and related elements, including operating reserves and part-load efficiency, as53

well as numerous additional power system elements that take advantage of this framework54

(see Table 1).55

As shown in Table 1, Switch 2.0 allows planners to study high-renewable power systems56

using essential elements previously confined to long-term models that lacked chronologi-57

cal detail (e.g., multi-decade planning,21,24–27 fuel switching21–25 and fuel markets21–24,26);58

or chronologically detailed models that lacked long-term capabilities (e.g., detailed treat-59

ment of generator commitment,15,32–34 operating reserves,15,32–34 storage29–32 and demand60

response33). It also adds elements not seen in most existing planning models, such as cas-61

cading hydro networks.62

Flexible resolution. Power system modelers must choose between detailed and simpli-63

fied representations of system components, in order to balance fidelity with computational64

speed.8,9,12 Switch 2.0 supports this with flexible temporal and spatial sampling. Further,65
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Table 1: Elements included in Switch 2.0, compared to other leading electricity capacity
planning models
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TIMES/MARKAL21,41 3 3 3 3 3 - - - 3 ?
NEMS22,42 3 3 3 3 - - - ?
ReEDS23 3 3 3 3 - - ?
LEAP + OseMOSYS24,25 3 3 3 - - -
Balmorel26 3 3 3 3 - 3

E4 Simulation Tool27 3 3 3 3 3 3

PLEXOS LT Plan8,28,43 3 3 a 3 3 -a 3 3 3 b -a -a 3 - ?
Oemof30,31 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

URBS29 3 3 3 3 3

PyPSA32 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Palmintier and Webster15 3 3 3 3 -
Stiphout et al.33 3 3 3 3 -
O’Neill et al.34 3 3 3 3 3 c c -
Switch 1.x2,35–40 3 3 d 3 - - 3 3 3 3

RESOLVE44,45 3 3 d 3 - - 3 3 3 3 3

Switch 2.0 3 3 3 3 3 e 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

* Can be adapted to other regions and studies, and new technologies or rules can be described with a high-level language.
- Partially satisfied, e.g., source code may be partially available, but not open source licensed.
? We had insufficient access to source code to assess this feature.
a Use 1-2 blocks per non-peak day, which limits ability to model inter-hour relationships and peaks and valleys net of renewable energy
b Includes gas pipeline model, but unclear whether fuel markets can be customized, e.g., for biofuel or LNG infrastructure
c Accepts bids from storage or loads but does not model their intertemporal constraints directly
d Duration of steps is user-defined, but each sample must span exactly one day; RESOLVE’s formulation is based on Switch 1.x.
e Experimental support.

Switch 2.0 introduces a novel, modular software architecture that allows users to choose66

among different built-in or custom “building blocks” to create models that match prior for-67

mulations from the literature or define new approaches. This contrasts with Switch 1, which68

used an inflexible code structure that required forking the code for every independent study.69

The flexibility of Switch 2.0 allows the model to be configured with the amount of detail70

needed for any particular question, and enables calibration runs to determine what resolution71

is actually needed. The modular approach also allows innovations to be readily shared across72

users and applications, permitting a greater degree of quality assurance and collaboration.73

Transparency. Switch 2.0 is open-source software with no proprietary dependencies,74

which enables transparent decision-making, peer review, and advanced research and teach-75

ing by all classes of users. This supports replication of research findings and agreement76
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among stakeholders during regulated planning processes.10,13,14,46 It also enhances Switch’s77

completeness, as elements developed for new studies are typically folded back into the main78

codebase.79

This paper describes Switch 2.0 and then presents a case study identifying the best80

options for obtaining load-shifting and reserve services from batteries and demand response81

in a 100% renewable power system in Hawaii. This is an example of the type of question82

that requires the resolution and flexibility introduced in Switch 2.0.83

Program Architecture84

Switch 2.0 is a Python package that can be used to define and solve power system expansion85

planning and production cost models. Switch 2.0 takes a modular approach that allows86

the formulation to be easily customized around the needs of each study. Users add specific87

components to their model by supplying a list of built-in or custom modules, which cover a88

variety of power system aspects with particular levels of detail. By changing the module list89

and input data, users can generate models with different elements or levels of detail. They90

can also switch easily between distinct modeling modes, such as running a sparse capacity-91

expansion model, followed by a more detailed production-cost assessment of the proposed92

portfolio.93

Switch uses the open-source Pyomo47 optimization framework to define models, load data94

and solve instances. Models can be solved using any optimization software compatible with95

Pyomo, which includes most commercial and open-source solvers.96

Collaborative customization and development are supported through a GitHub portal1.97

Code developments are shared between Switch users both for new applications and for peer98

review. Issues and requests regarding the model may be raised, which are addressed by other99

members of the community. The model’s source code and revision history are transparent100

and documented, so that it can be freely audited. Historical versions can also be installed101

1Switch’s online public repository can be found via http://switch-model.org.
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Figure 1: Package and module structure of Switch 2.0. Blue boxes are subpackages, green
boxes are modules.

as needed. This transparency and replicability make Switch an especially valuable tool for102

academic, educational and regulatory work on power systems.103

The modular architecture of Switch 2.0 is designed to reflect the modularity of actual104

power systems, where individual elements operate independently but contribute to the sys-105

tem’s total costs and power balance. Core modules in Switch define spatially and temporally106

resolved balancing constraints for energy and reserves, and an overall social cost. Separate107

modules represent components such as generators, batteries or transmission links. These108

modules interact with the overall optimization model by adding terms to the shared energy109

and reserve balances and the overall cost expression. They can also define additional decision110

variables and constraints to govern operation of each technology.111

Each built-in or user-supplied Switch module is implemented by creating a Python mod-112

ule file that defines one or more standardized callback functions that will be called at each113

stage of generating and solving a model: defining and parsing command-line arguments,114

defining summation lists for costs or energy balance equations that are populated at runtime115

by all included modules, defining abstract model components (e.g. parameters, decision116

variables, constraints), loading data from an input directory, adjusting iterative models and117

testing for convergence, and performing post-solve functions such as saving results or figures118

to disk. These functions are detailed in the Supporting Information.119
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Users provide an ordered list of modules as part of the model configuration. At runtime,120

Switch loads each module and runs through definition, compilation, solution, and export121

stages, calling the relevant callback functions of each module in turn, starting with core122

modules to define the basic framework, followed by specialized modules to define custom123

technologies or policies.124

This system is highly flexible, making it easy to add or subtract from the codebase,125

typically without having to modify the built-in modules. Basic extensions are simple to126

write, and advanced modules can perform iterative optimizations seeking convergence or127

define additional objectives and perform lexicographic optimization.128

Figure 1 presents the subpackages and modules that are currently included in Switch.129

The rest of this section describes the key modules and subpackages.130

Timescales131

This module defines three timescales for decision making: periods of one or more years where132

investment decisions are made, timepoints within each period when operational decisions are133

made, and timeseries that group timepoints into chronological sequences. Timepoints within134

each timeseries have a fixed duration specified in hours, and timeseries have a fixed weight135

that denotes how many times this type of series is expected to occur in the corresponding136

period. The separation of duration (hours) and weight (frequency of occurrence in a period)137

is necessary to describe both physical and statistical properties of the sampled timeseries.138

Each timescale is important for renewable power planning. Single-period investment139

formulations without foresight have greater risk of stranded assets in the context of an140

evolving grid,10 necessitating multi-period investment formulations to understand long-term141

transitions. Using numerous timeseries within each period allows representation of the range142

of covarying weather and loads that may occur. Using multiple sequenced timepoints within143

each timeseries allows modeling of intertemporal constraints on power plants, storage and144

demand response (e.g., minimum run times or finite daily load shifting).145
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This approach can represent any standard time structure: a load duration curve (many146

one-hour timeseries per planning period), a collection of sample days during each period147

(several one-day timeseries), or an 8760-hour timeseries as typically used by production cost148

models (a single, year-long timeseries).149

By default, Switch addresses timeseries edge effects by linking system conditions across150

the first and last timepoint of each timeseries with the assumption that each timeseries151

duration is whole number of days.152

Financials153

This module defines the objective function and financial parameters for the model. By154

default, Switch minimizes the net present value of investment and operational costs of the155

power system over the entire study. Other modules may register fixed or variable cost156

components with the objective function.157

Balancing158

This subpackage defines load zones, geographic regions with load timeseries in which energy159

supply and demand must be balanced in all timepoints. Other modules may register power160

injections or withdrawals with the power balance constraints. An optional Unserved Load161

module allows imbalances with a user-specified penalty per unit of energy. This package also162

includes subpackages and modules for Planning Reserves, Operating Reserves and Demand163

Response.164

Operating Reserves and Planning Reserves can be applied to specific geographical regions165

as needed. Planning reserves allow the system to meet capacity targets that may exceed166

day-to-day requirements. Operating reserves consider dynamic requirements for balancing167

variability of load and renewable generation as well as contingencies. Switch includes generic168

modules representing rules that have been used in analyses of Hawaii and the Western169

Electricity Coordinating Council. Users may use these modules as-is, or use them as a170
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starting point to define their own reserve modules based on local rules.171

The Demand Response subpackage includes two optional components. The Simple mod-172

ule enables free shifting of load between timepoints within a timeseries, subject to a limit173

on total load reduction in each timepoint. The Iterative subpackage can incorporate an174

arbitrary convex demand system via Dantzig-Wolfe iteration.175

Generators176

This subpackage defines the set of all generation projects that have been or could poten-177

tially be built. The Core subpackage describes construction and operation constraints and178

decisions for all projects, and is sufficient to represent standard thermal generators or re-179

newables without storage. Either a simple economic dispatch may be chosen through the No180

Commit module, or a full unit commitment formulation can be incorporated through the181

new Commit subpackage. Generators may be assigned a single energy source or allowed to182

switch optimally between fuels in order to meet targets for emissions or renewables.183

Additional power sources may be implemented via optional modules in the Extensions184

subpackage within the Generators package. The Storage module defines a generic frame-185

work for storage technologies, such as pumped hydro, batteries, flywheels, and others. This186

formulation permits independent sizing of energy and power elements. The Hydro System187

module represents a cascading water network operating in parallel with the energy network,188

whereas the Hydro Simple module merely enforces average water availability for each sampled189

timeseries.190

Switch 2.0 is one of a small number of capacity planning models that include decisions191

about unit commitment – which plants to turn on during each timestep (Table 1). These192

decisions determine how much capacity is available to provide power and operating reserves.193

They also incorporate important operational limitations on power plants.48 These factors194

will become increasingly important as power systems rely more heavily on renewable power195

and ramp thermal plants more intensively.8–11,15,20,33,49
196
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Switch 2.0 offers both linearized unit commitment and mixed-integer unit-commitment197

via the Commit subpackage and Commit.Discrete module. When using the Commit sub-198

package, users may also optionally provide affine or multi-segment heat rate curves, minimum199

up and down times, startup costs and other elements.200

Switch aggregates generators into generation “projects”. These are stacks of one or more201

similar generating units in the same transmission zone, but not necessarily at the same site.202

Capacity can be added to each generation project in different years, and then portions of203

the available capacity are committed or dispatched as needed. This approach significantly204

reduces model complexity, which is essential for large capacity-expansion models. The new205

unit commitment code in Switch 2.0 also follows this approach. This is similar to the206

formulations by Stiphout et al.33 and Palmintier and Webster.15
207

Transmission208

Capacity expansion models for high-renewable power systems must consider the spatial dis-209

tribution of resources and loads and the ability of the network to move power between210

them.10,50 It is important to select a network formulation that is accurate but not so com-211

plex that it becomes computationally intractable.212

Switch offers several approaches for representing network capabilities. The most basic213

strategy is to use a single-zone (copperplate) formulation, which ignores restrictions on spatial214

transfer of power. Alternatively, a transport model can be used to represent transmission215

capabilities in a simplified manner.21,35,51 In a transport model, the study region is divided216

into zones which are internally well-connected but have constrained connections (flowgates)217

to neighboring zones. The size of each flowgate and the amount of power transfer are decision218

variables. Transport models are designed to approximate the capabilities of the network and219

the cost of improvements without modeling the electrical behavior of the network directly.220

They provide an attractive balance between granularity and tractability in expansion models,221

because they use only linear terms, even when network expansion is considered. Switch uses222
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a copperplate model by default, or a transport model can be adopted by using the Transport223

subpackage of the Transmission subpackage.224

Switch’s architecture also allows use of other network models: an experimental module225

can provide security-constrained AC power flow when running in production-cost mode, and226

future work will add “DC” power flow (a simplified version of AC power flow) when operating227

in capacity-expansion mode (similar to the formulation in34).228

The optional Local T&D module within the Transmission subpackage represents power229

transfers from the zonal node to customers, as well as distributed energy resources. This230

module enables a simplified consideration of the impact of distributed generation, efficiency231

or demand response on distribution network investments or losses.232

Energy Sources233

This subpackage defines fuel and non-fuel energy sources. Fuel costs can be either represented234

by a Simple flat cost per period or through a Markets module which supports supply curves235

and regional markets which may or may not be interconnected. These are important for236

power systems that may need to switch to new energy sources such as biofuels or LNG in237

order to meet strict targets for renewables or emissions238

Policies239

This subpackage defines investment and operational policies. Current modules include en-240

forcing a Simple RPS (Renewable Portfolio Standard) and Carbon Policies, such as carbon241

taxes and caps. Investment or production cost credits can be modeled by adjusting fixed or242

variable costs.243

Regional modules244

In some cases users may want to include specific regulations and characteristics that are245

unique in their region, and that are not considered in the main Switch model. In these cases,246
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specific sub-packages with new modules may be added to ensure that region-specific modules247

do not conflict with other regional or core modules. For example, the Hawaii sub-package248

contains both prototype and region-specific modules such as electric vehicles integration,249

specific dispatch rules for local cogeneration plants, a more complex RPS, and a hydrogen250

energy storage module, among others.251

Testing252

Switch uses an automated testing framework to support quality assurance and control253

as users develop code. The testing framework includes a mix of unit, integration, and254

regression tests. The testing framework scans all modules for embedded Python doctests,255

scans the testing directory for custom unittest modules, and executes all available examples256

to check for errors and changes in objective function values. This testing framework greatly257

simplifies and speeds up the process of debugging and quality control . In particular, it258

helps ensure that changes to the model formulation don’t introduce bugs that break existing259

models.260

261

Each of these modules is described in further detail in the Supporting Information,262

and source code may be inspected in the model repository.263

Mathematical Formulation264

This section provides an overview of the core equations used by Switch 2.0. The precise265

formulation is determined by the set of modules included in a given run. For a complete266

formulation including all possible modules and components, please refer to the Supporting267

Information.268

In our equations, decision variables (values chosen by the model) are typeset using ro-269

man capital letters, parameters (input data) use roman lower-case and sets use calligraphy270
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capitals.271

Objective Function272

The objective function minimizes the net present value of all investment and operation costs:273

min
∑
p∈P

dp

 ∑
cf∈Cfixed

cf
p +

∑
t∈Tp

wyear
t

∑
cv∈Cvar

cv
t

 (1)

Function (1) sums over sets of fixed costs Cfixed and variable costs Cvar. Each fixed cost274

component cf ∈ Cfixed is a Pyomo object, indexed by investment period and specified in units275

of $/year. This object may be a variable, parameter or expression (calculation based on276

other components). The term cf
p is the element with index p from component cf, i.e., a fixed277

cost that occurs during period p. Each variable cost component cv is indexed by timepoint278

(t) and specified in units of $/hour. Modules add components to the fixed and variable cost279

sets to represent each cost that they introduce. Hence, the exact equation will depend on280

which modules are selected by the user.281

In most runs, fixed costs in Cfixed include capital repayment for investments at a fixed282

financing rate over the lifetime of each asset, sunk costs from existing infrastructure, as well283

as fixed operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. Variable costs in Cvariable typically include284

fuel costs and variable O&M. The weight factor wyear
t scales costs from a sampled timepoint285

to an annualized value. The discount factor dp converts annualized costs from future periods286

to net present value.287
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Operational constraints288

Power balance289

∑
pi∈P inject

pi
z,t =

∑
pw∈Pwithdraw

pw
z,t, ∀z ∈ Z,∀t ∈ T (2)

Power injections and withdrawals in each load zone in each timepoint must be balanced290

at all times. The power balance equation in (2) is expressed as an equality between two291

summations over dynamic sets of components that inject or withdraw power: P inject and292

Pwithdraw. As with the objective function, modules add Pyomo objects to P inject and Pwithdraw
293

to show the amount of power injected or withdrawn by each system component during each294

timepoint. Consequently the exact equation will depend on which modules are included.295

Objects in P inject and Pwithdraw are each indexed by load zone and timepoint and specified296

in units of MW.297

Typically, the list of injections P inject includes power output Pg,t for every generation298

project g located in load zone z and inward transmission flows into that load zone, F`inz ,t. The299

list of withdrawals Pwithdraw typically includes customer loads lz,t and outward transmission300

flows F`out
z ,t.301

Dispatch302

The core dispatch module defines fundamental components such as dispatched power Pg,t303

and fuel consumption. It registers variable O&M with the objective function, but leaves it304

to other modules to model unit commitment and constrain fuel consumption to meaningful305

values.306

The no commit module constrains dispatch based on installed capacity KG
g,p (in MW)

and an availability factor ηg,t:

0 ≤ Pg,t ≤ ηg,tK
G
g,p, ∀` ∈ L, p ∈ P , ∀t ∈ Tp (3)
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For firm generators, ηg,t is time invariant and reflects average outage rates. For intermittent307

generators, ηg,t also reflects the renewable availability timeseries. No Commit constrains fuel308

requirements based on dispatch and the generator’s full load heat rate.309

As an alternative to No Commit, the Commit subpackage constrains dispatch Pg,t based

on committed capacity:

0 ≤ Wg,t ≤ ηgK
G
g,p, ∀g ∈ G,∀p ∈ P , ∀t ∈ Tp (4)

dmin
g Wg,t ≤ Pg,t ≤ Wg,t, ∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (5)

Wg,t −Wg,t−1 = Ug,t − Vg,t, ∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (6)

Eq. (4) limits committed capacity Wg,t to available capacity (possibly multiple identical310

units) as defined by (3). Eq. (5) limits dispatch Pg,t based on the generator’s minimum311

dispatch fraction dmin
g and committed capacity. Eq. (6) defines startup and shutdown state-312

tracking variables (Ug,t and Vg,t) as the change in committed capacity over time. Commit313

also registers one-time startup costs (fuel and O&M) per MW brought online. Ongoing fuel314

costs are determined by dispatch level and an optional piecewise linear incremental heat315

rate curve as described in Supporting Information. An optional Discrete unit commitment316

module constrains committed capacity Wg,t to discrete values based on the generator’s unit317

size.318

Transmission power flows receive similar treatment. The Transport subpackage limits

flows F`,t through a line ` based on available capacity KL
`,p adjusted by the derating factor

ηL
` , as showed in Eq. (7).

0 ≤ F`,t ≤ ηL
`K

L
`,p, ∀` ∈ L, p ∈ P ,∀t ∈ Tp (7)
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Minimum up and down times319

Commit implements minimum up and down times rules by requiring that all capacity that

was started up during a look-back window (equal to minimum up-time) is still on-line, and

that capacity that was shutdown during the downtime look-back window remains uncom-

mitted.

Wg,t ≥
t∑

t′=t−τ̂u
g

Ug,t′ , ∀g ∈ G, ∀t ∈ T (8)

Wg,t ≤ ηgK
G
g,p(t) −

t∑
t′=t−τ̂d

g

Vg,t′ , ∀g ∈ G, ∀t ∈ T (9)

where τ̂g is the number of prior timepoints to consider. To account for end-effects, Switch320

uses circular indexing for time series, so that t = −1 refers to the last timepoint in the same321

time series. This imposes a requirement that the system state at the end of each timeseries322

matches its starting state, which is equivalent to modeling each timeseries as an infinitely323

long sequence of identical series. This approach is best-suited for time series with a duration324

of a whole number of days.325

Investment constraints326

Power system construction327

KG
g,p =

∑
p′∈Pon

g,p

BG
g,p′ , ∀g ∈ G,∀p ∈ P ∪ {p0} (10)

BG
g,p = bG

g,p, ∀g ∈ G, ∀p ∈ PG
g (11)

KL
`,p =

∑
p′∈P∪{p0}:p′≤p

BL
p′,k, ∀` ∈ L,∀p ∈ P (12)

BL
`,p = bL

`,p, ∀` ∈ L,∀p ∈ PL
` (13)

Eqs. (10) and (12) define cumulative installed capacity for generation projects KG
g,p and328
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transmission lines KL
`,p as of period p as the sum of previous capacity additions BG

g,p′ and329

BL
`,p′ , including existing infrastructure. For generation projects, the set Pon

g,p lists all periods330

when capacity of type g could have been built and still be in service in period p. Eqs. (11)331

and (13) fix the investment decisions of some generation projects and transmission lines over332

some periods PG
g and PL

` with predetermined values specified in input files (e.g. existing,333

planned, or preordained capacity).334

Maximum investment335

0 ≤ KG
g,p ≤ kG

g, ∀g ∈ Grc, p ∈ P (14)

Eq. (14) constrains cumulative capacity for resource-constrained generators; generators336

where kG
g is defined.337

Case Studies338

Battery and Reserve Options in Oahu339

In 2015, Hawaii adopted legislation requiring its electric utilities to reach 100% renewable340

power by 2045. Switch has taken a central role in planning to meet this target. Hawaiian341

Electric Company (HECO) used a proprietary model with a formulation based on Switch 1.x342

to develop its first Power Supply Improvement Plan (PSIP)52 after the RPS was adopted,343

and stakeholders used Switch 2.0 to evaluate and critique this plan and offer alternatives.53–55
344

Here, we use Switch 2.0 and the Hawaii datasets to study the potential benefits of obtain-345

ing operating reserves from several different types of battery and/or demand-side response.346

This is an important question for engineers and policymakers planning the transition to347

a 100% renewable power system, and can be addressed directly using the combination of348

long-term modeling, chronological daily modeling, unit commitment, operating reserves and349
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storage offered in Switch 2.0.350

This study relies on technology profiles and fuel and equipment price forecasts that351

HECO developed for the PSIP,52 and uses renewable resource profiles that were developed352

for Switch 2.0 for the stakeholder review process (HECO also used these on an aggregated353

basis for the PSIP). The datasets used for this case study are available from ref.56
354

In the PSIP, HECO profiled four types of lithium-ion batteries: contingency-oriented355

batteries can make 10 deep cycles per year, but have no inter-hour load-shifting ability;356

regulation-oriented batteries can make up to 15,000 shallow cycles per year, but also have357

no inter-hour load-shifting ability; load-shifting batteries can provide 4 or 6 hours of energy358

storage and complete up to 365 cycles per year. The PSIP also reported that peak demand359

could be reduced up to 10% via demand response. However, HECO did not try to optimize360

the selection or configuration of these options.361

In this case study, we use Switch 2.0 to answer several questions about these resources. (1)362

If load-shifting batteries could provide contingency reserves while charging or discharging,363

how much money would that save? (2) If load-shifting batteries can provide regulating364

reserves while charging or discharging, how much would that save? (3) How much money365

could be saved per household by implementing demand response as a simple load-shifting366

service? (4) How much more could be saved if demand response also provided contingency367

and regulating reserves?368

Questions 1 and 2 arise from the observation that the optimized, high-renewable designs369

for Hawaii generally include large amounts of load-shifting batteries, which spend most of370

the day charging intensively and then discharge during non-daylight hours, typically at a371

slower rate than their peak power rating (which is sized for rapid charging at mid-day).372

Consequently, these batteries always have spare upward capacity – they can reduce charg-373

ing during the day if solar production drops off, or they can increase output at night if a374

thermal plant trips offline. Further, this spare capacity could be used to provide reserves375

without imposing extra cycles on the batteries, since the reserve service would be provided376
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by modulating the flow of power into or out of the battery, without changing the direction.377

To address these questions, we ran Switch using these standard modules:378

• timescales,379

• financials,380

• balancing.load_zones,381

• energy_sources.properties,382

• generators.core.build,383

• generators.core.dispatch,384

• reporting, energy_sources.fuel_costs.markets,385

• generators.core.proj_discrete_build,386

• generators.core.commit.operate,387

• generators.core.commit.fuel_use,388

• generators.core.commit.discrete,389

• generators.extensions.storage,390

• balancing.operating_reserves.areas, and391

• balancing.operating_reserves.spinning_reserves_advanced.392

These comprise Switch’s core formulation, plus components that force generators to be393

built in discrete sizes, define detailed unit-commitment behavior, model two-way flow for bat-394

teries, model regional fuel markets, and define spinning reserve requirements and provision. A395

command-line argument was also used to instruct the spinning_reserves_advanced mod-396

ule to use a Hawaii-specific rule for regulating-reserve requirements, based on the amount of397
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wind and solar power installed. The formulation of these modules (and the Hawaii reserve398

rule) are detailed in the Supporting Information. We also used several modules from the399

hawaii subpackage, to define options for fuel-market expansion, demand-response, electric-400

vehicle charging and operating rules for some individual generators. The complete model401

configuration and all data used for this case study are available from ref.56
402

For this case study, we used Switch’s scenario-solving system to define five scenarios:403

(1) ”battery bulk”: load-shifting batteries only provide bulk inter-hour load-shifting, not404

reserves; there is no demand response (DR), and electric vehicles (EVs) charge at business-405

as-usual times; (2) ”battery bulk and conting”: same as ”battery bulk”, but load-shifting406

batteries can also provide contingency reserves; (3) ”battery bulk and reg”: same as ”battery407

bulk and conting”, but load-shifting batteries can also provide regulating reserves; (4) ”DR408

bulk”: same as ”battery bulk and reg” plus DR can provide bulk load-shifting (i.e., the409

model can move up to 10% of demand from each hour to any other hour, provided it doesn’t410

raise demand by more than 80% in any hour), and EVs charge at optimal times each day;411

no reserves from DR or EVs; (5) ”DR bulk and reg”: same as ”DR bulk”, but DR and EVs412

can also provide up and down contingency and regulation reserves equal to the difference413

between the amount of load scheduled each hour and the minimum and maximum allowed414

loads.415

These scenarios draw on three different input datasets, in which load shifting batteries416

were configured to be able to provide contingency and/or regulating reserves as noted above.417

Command-line arguments specify whether the DR and EV modules should provide load-418

shifting and/or reserves.419

We then used Switch to select the optimal investment plan for each of the five scenarios,420

with investment decisions made every five years from 2020 through 2045. For these scenarios,421

we considered 12 sample days during each period, using weather from the 23rd day of each422

month in 2008 (these dates were chosen because they had mean values for load, wind and423

solar production that were close to the two-year mean for 2007-2008, and also exhibited424
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Figure 2: Generation and storage capacities in five scenarios.

a typical range of variation in these values). Costs are scaled as if each sample day were425

repeated 152 times, filling out the five-year period.426

Table 2: Cost of electricity production in five scenarios.

Scenario
Cost per
kWh

Discounted
total cost
per customer

Savings per
customer vs
baseline

Battery bulk $0.131 $38,099 $0
Battery bulk and conting. $0.130 $37,874 $225
Battery bulk and reg. $0.128 $37,260 $839
DR bulk $0.122 $37,410 $2,689
DR bulk and reserves $0.121 $35,251 $2,848

Figure 2 shows the optimal generation and storage portfolios selected in the five scenarios.427

Table 2 shows the levelized cost per kWh of power delivered over the 2020-2049 period, as428

well as the discounted total cost of power, per customer, during this period. It also shows429

the savings per customer in each scenario, relative to the “Battery bulk” baseline. From430

these outputs, we can draw several useful conclusions:431

(1) Obtaining contingency reserves from load-shifting batteries is not likely to provide432

large savings (only about $225 per customer); this is because contingency batteries make up433

only a small share of the system’s assets, and are relatively inexpensive per MW of capacity.434

(2) Obtaining regulating reserves from load-shifting batteries appears to be a financially435
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attractive option (additional $615 savings per customer). These savings occur because this436

control strategy eliminates the need to build large amounts of expensive, dedicated batteries437

for regulation (see Figure 2).438

(3) Inter-hour load shifting via demand response (e.g., in response to real-time pricing)439

could also provide significant benefits. In this case study, it saved an additional $1,850 per440

customer on an NPV basis. It is likely to be inexpensive to tap into this resource (around441

$200/customer for smart meters, and possibly around $10-$100 per appliance for smart442

controllers), so it will probably be cost-effective to deploy this capability. Note that in this443

scenario, some dedicated regulating batteries are needed in the early years, because demand444

response replaces load-shifting batteries that would otherwise provide regulating reserves.445

(4) Providing regulation and contingency reserves from demand response saves only a446

modest amount of money – an additional $159 per customer (NPV). The savings come447

mainly from a small reduction in the need for regulating batteries. This effect is weak448

because the times when reserves are scarce are also times when energy is scarce, so flexible449

demand is not scheduled during those hours, and is therefore unable to provide “up” reserves450

by offering to decrease load further. Consequently, it may not be cost-effective to tap into451

the demand side to provide operating reserves, unless this service is easy to “piggyback” on452

the price-based response.453

Other Current Applications454

Switch 2.0 has been designed as a flexible tool to answer a wide range of urgent policy455

questions. Several projects are already underway using beta versions of Switch 2.0, and456

advances from those projects have been incorporated into the Switch 2.0 codebase. We note457

some of these efforts here, as examples of questions that can be addressed with Switch.458
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Renewable Expansion in Chile459

Switch 2.0 is being used to investigate optimal expansion of renewables in Chile’s rela-460

tively high-hydro power system. The study includes 5 four-year periods, from 2020 to 2039,461

each with 4 representative days with hourly resolution. The system is represented by 20462

load zones, 23 transmission corridors, and 107 generation projects. Hydroelectric networks463

and cascading hydro are fully represented and multiple water inflow scenarios are included464

through a stochastic optimization extension.465

Demand Response466

Work is underway to assess the effect of improved timing of electric vehicle (EV) charging on467

the design and operation of high-renewable power systems.57 As part of this effort, Switch468

2.0’s production-cost capability was benchmarked against the industry-standard GE MAPS469

model and found to agree closely for 18 renewable adoption scenarios in Oahu and Maui.58
470

To support the EV analysis, an advanced demand-response module has also been added to471

Switch, which allows integration of complex and non-linear demand systems. That module472

has also been used for novel research on the welfare benefits of using real-time pricing to tap473

into demand-side flexibility in a high-renewable power system.59,60
474
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